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Introduction  
 
Although the University of Washington is a leader among college campuses in terms of 
sustainability, we often overlook our sensitive relationship with water.  
 
Seattle’s is bordered by the Puget Sound, Lake Washington and Lake Union - bodies of water 
that provide exceptional views and vistas…as well as a false sense of water security. Similarly, 
the seasonal showers that dampen our clothes and keep our spirits hearty all winter and spring 
only perpetuate the “myth” that our water supply will always be as plentiful and clean as it 
currently is.  
 
Although the drought of Summer 2015 prompted many Seattle residents to think about water 
more holistically and objectively, we need to continue to asses our water consumption, even 
during our wet winters and shower-filled springs.  
 
The main goal of this term’s ENVIR 480 was to assess the University of Washington’s current 
water use, and analyze possible solutions for how to make UW’s relationship with water more 
sustainable – both now, and for future generations.  
 
The Autumn 2015 class split up into five groups and worked on projects that the assessed 
current water “diet” of UW Athletics; monitored and analyzed our current water retention 
infrastructure; developed studies and awareness campaigns around reusable drinking water 
access on campus; and examined how our water travels to and from the Seattle campus. Each 
group researched previous studies and data, and many developed their own complementary 
surveys and reports. Client partners for this term included members of the Office of the 
Architect, UW Athletics, Facilities Services, and the Office of Sustainability.  
 

A large secondary goal of this Sustainability Studio was to assess the hidden uses of water. 
Each student individually researched the amounts of water used for their favorite food, piece of 
clothing, and a favorite gadget or accessory. The amount of water each item needed was 
always surprising: From 222 gallons for a favorite box of macaroni dinner to 400 gallons for a 
cotton T-shirt, we were amazed by how much water we use beyond what we see go down the 
drains of our sinks, bathtubs, and toilets.  
 
The following chapters outline the various findings and assessments conducted by each of the 
five groups. In addition to analyzing their results, each group’s chapter also provides a 
suggested list of next steps.  
 
Enjoy!  
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OVERVIEW 
 

Main Questions 

 
Where can the Alaska Airlines Arena reduce its water consumption? What events cause the most water 

to be used? How can we reduce water usage within the arena? 

 

Objectives 

 
For our project, we wanted to investigate the water use of Alaska Airlines Arena. Our objective 

was to find solutions to reduce the water usage within the Arena. We also looked into the patterns 

of water usage and assumed water usage would be higher during popular sports seasons. 

 

Background 

 
In 1927, the arena was built and later 

renamed the Hec Edmundson Pavillion 

in1948. The arena was used for 

graduation ceremonies, speakers, 

basketball games, volleyball matches, 

and gymnastics meets. In 1999-2000, 

the arena was renovated to include team 

meeting rooms, video rooms, and 

updated locker rooms. The arena now 

holds 10,000 seats and athletics from 

many different sports teams use its 

facilities daily. 
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METHODS AND FINDINGS 
 

Water Fixture Usage 

 

We set an appointment with Karen Baebler to have her show us around the arena to get an idea of all of 

the locations that would be considered a source of water use. We started on the bottom floor where 

she pointed out the locker rooms, training rooms, and a few of the bathrooms. We also examined the 

upstairs bathrooms to see what else we could account for. A few days later we set out to start the data 

collection process of the water fixtures in the arena. Unfortunately, we were unable to get supervisor 

access to the facilities/locker/laundry rooms and concession stands. So we began the count of toilets, 

urinals, sinks, and drinking fountains. There were 71 toilets of Crane Plumbing toilet heads with Zurn 

Aquaflush WS1 LC flush valves that used 1.0 gallon per flush; 42 urinals that also use Crane Plumbing 

heads and Zurn Aquaflush valves with a 1.0 gallon per flush; 45 automatic with a 0.45 gallons per 

minute/2 push with about 2.2 gallons per minute/6 handled sinks with 2.2 gallon per minute; and 9 

drinking fountains that are 0.75 gallons per minute. 

 

Game Days 

 
After our initial data analysis, we set out to see what events are going on in the arena and when. Since 

games are the biggest events that occur in the arena, we wanted to see how many games were 

happening during the year and when most of them were occurring. We looked specifically at the 2013-

2014 season, the 2014-2015 season, and the beginning of the 2015 season for Women’s Basketball, 

Men’s Basketball, Gymnastics, and Volleyball. We looked at old schedules on GoHuskies.com and 

counted the total number of games for each of the sports and number of games in each month. Once 

we got all the schedules, we then divided up the games by preseason, conference/season, and playoff 

games to look at how they were being allocated during the year - more people are likely to go to 

season/conference games and playoff games than preseason games. We finally took an average of all 

the games per month to be able to show what games were happening during what times of year. 

 
 

Charts can be seen below:
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Number of games/matches/summer camps over the last 3 seasons to show what is happening in Alaska 
Airlines Arena. (Note: the 2015 season only includes games that will be happening up until December 
2015) 

 
 
 
 

 
Number of games divided by sport and by preseason, season/conference, and playoff games. 
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Average games divided by month 
 

 

 
 

FINDINGS CONTINUED 
 

Data Analysis 

 
Sporting events are not the only cause of spikes in water - there are other events that occur that can 

create an uptick in water usage. Additional analyses and examination of the number of guests that 

attended each sporting event is recommended. Attendance was not part of this examination, but could 

create a wide range of water used per hour. 
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Total Amount spent on Water at Alaska Airlines Arena:  
 

 
 

 
Total Amount spent on Water over the past three years: 
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Money spent on water during the sports season over the past 3 years: 
 

 
 

 
 

Average amount of money spent on water over the last 3 years: 
 

 
 

Note: We still see spikes in April and August even though these months are outside of the sporting season
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CONCLUSIONS 
Recommended Actions 

We recommend creating awareness and educational signage to put in the locker rooms to shorter 

shower times for the athletes, and provide athletes, coaches and teams with data on monthly water 

use. Similar educational materials can be used for fans who attend games in the arena, and to 

promote general water conservation. Examples of possible signage include: where the nearest water 

filling station is, as well as similar visualizations of average water use data for the arena. 

 

For the few sinks that are not automatic in Alaska Airlines Arena, we suggest replacing them so all 

sinks are automatic sinks. (About $200/American Standard Automatic Sink). This way, all our public 

access sinks will all be uniform and save water as opposed to the handle/push sinks, and it will be 

easier to standardize future data collection.  

 

Instead of older model Elkay water fountains, we suggest replacing them with Elkay EzH20 water 

fountains with the water bottle fill stations to promote water bottle use (About $1000/Water Station 

depending on model). This is also useful to the athletes, and promotes the use of reusable water bottle 

use in the arena, and provides a clean method to get water. 

 

NEXT STEPS 
Key Gaps 

Because of some of our water usage information is missing for the washing machines and the locker 

room, we were unable to identify an exact solution to reduce water usage at the arena. Students are not 

given access to the locker rooms without supervisors, so the next steps could be to obtain the water 

usage information from the locker rooms and facilities. We can check the kinds of shower heads and 

washing machines we use to decide if we can implement low-flow or water-efficient ones instead. 

 

MAIN POINT 
To create substantial environmental change within the large student body at UW, we want to educate the 

athletes, fans, and faculty to help change the habits of their water usage. While it can be effective to 

change the types of equipment using large amounts of water, we believe that education on the effect of 

large water consumption within the athletics department can be a just as valuable of a resource.
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Introduction & Background         

 Early on in the quarter, our class was introduced to multiple client projects that focused on water 

sustainability around the University of Washington. From the presentations, our group was most interested in 

Kristine Kenney’s, who is a landscape architect for the university. Her work with water retention inspired us 

focus on rainwater harvesting practices on campus; specifically at Mercer Court and Center for Urban 

Horticulture (CUH). During our meeting with Kristine Kenney, we learned that she is part of the committee that 

is in the process of creating the next campus master plan. Kristine mentioned that many of the sustainable 

projects around UW have been driven by students and that because the campus master plan committee had 

little to no information about the cisterns, it would be helpful for us to gather qualitative data about their 

effectiveness and current status. 

 

Main question: Are the cisterns on campus effective and should more cisterns be installed?  

Objective: To research and investigate the impact of current campus cisterns, and to suggest improvements 

based on knowledge of their caregivers and examples of other cisterns on college campuses. 

Hypothesis: Cisterns are useful in saving the university money on water, but could be improved to be more 

effective. 

Cistern Basics               

 A cistern is a water tank used to collect and store rainwater runoff, typically from rooftops via rain 

gutters. Cisterns can range in complexity. While many industrialized cisterns are built below ground, cisterns 

can also be built aboveground. Aboveground cisterns typically consist of a barrel with a spout while 

underground cisterns typically have a holding tank where rainwater is treated with filters. Underground tanks 

generally have a lower section where debris such as leaves and dust can settle. Within the underground tanks, 

there are floatation devices and sensors that can measure and inform the computer system when water levels 

are low. At this time, potable water may be used.  
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Cistern Components: 

 Roof, gutter, or spout 

 A filter that keeps out outside debris 

 The cistern itself which can be made out of stone, concrete, or a material that is non 

contaminating 

 A tank that may hold the water to be filtered 

Methods                  

Our group toured with staff from the Housing and Food Services department as well as the irrigation 

and groundskeeping department in order to better understand the cisterns on campus. J.R. Fulton showed us 

around the Mercer Court cistern as well as on the rooftops where water is collected. As an architect who was 

responsible for the cistern getting passed, J.R. knew the system well and was able to share with us the issues 

it faced, as well as the benefit that it brought the school. Anthony Terriblini, the maintenance technician for 

Mercer Court also shared with us his opinions on how to improve the system. 

 To better understand the CUH cistern, we toured with Brian Davis, the UW irrigation lead, who shared 

with us the location, function, and current status of how well the cistern is working. We compiled our data and 

research from the two cisterns, comparing them with other successful stories from universities around the 

country, and were able to produce a list of suggestions for the UW on how to better maintain and design 

cisterns for campus in the future. 

Key Findings                  

 

 Cisterns can be a very sustainable way of preserving rainwater and preventing storm water pollution. 

 Cisterns can cost a lot of money to install and maintain  

 Other universities have used cisterns very effectively: 

o University of Maryland - uses collected rainwater for drip-irrigation for gardens throughout 

campus. 

o Harford Community College - uses collected rainwater for their air-conditioning system 

o Duke University - uses collected rainwater for drip-irrigation for gardens throughout campus.  
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Results                    

 

Both Mercer court and CUH have belowground cisterns. At Mercer Court,  

rainwater is collected from the rooftops of the dorms and is stored in a 125,000 gallon underground tank. Water 

is then filtered and pumped into a 3,000-gallon day tank. From here, the filtered water is used for the laundry 

facilities in Mercer Court. Enough rainwater is collected during the rainy months to last for about 10 months out 

of the year. Advantages: Using rainwater saves the dorm money. When the collected rainwater ran out, the 

dorm spent an extra $10,000 on potable water for the laundry over a two-month period. 

 

Mercer Court 

Disadvantages:  

 Maintenance can be difficult and expensive 

 Sediment filters must be replaced weekly and cost up to $50.00 

 Occasionally, a system gets backed up and must be shut down to relieve pressure, meaning that 

laundry must use potable water. 

 

CUH 

Advantages: 

 CUH has a 6,000-gallon tank built to educate the public about cisterns and to irrigate plants on hillside.  

Disadvantages: 

 The 6,000-gallon water reserve is depleted after only one month of use during dry times of year. 

 No maintenance budget or product manual means that issues go long periods of time before they can 

be addressed, which still does not ensure corrective action. 
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Visuals                    

 

 

Fig. 1: Collection points on the Mercer Court roof collect rainwater for laundry. 

 

Fig. 2: “Day-tank” room where water is stored just before use in the Mercer Laundry facility. 
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Fig. 3: The CUH cistern is located just beneath this staircase seen here. The plants shown in this image are 

irrigated by collected rainwater stored in the underground holding tank. 

Conclusions                  

  Through a comparative examination of the interviews and supplemental research, we discovered and 

believe that cisterns are undoubtedly useful for conserving water and reducing utility costs for the University of 

Washington. However, without detailed planning of the effects and management strategies of each cistern, 

systems can fall into disrepair and will be unable to achieve their full potential for creating a more sustainable 

campus. 

 

Recommendations                 

Create Budget: 

 Given that the installation of cisterns in campus is an expensive project, creating a legitimate budget 

for the underlying costs is needed. The management team must take several factors into consideration such as 

materials costs, monthly/quarterly maintenance, and be prepared to fix possible problems that may arise 

throughout the installation process and system operation.  

Add cisterns into UW Master Plan: 

 The cistern system is an effective innovation in campus reusing collected rainwater for laundry, and 

drip-irrigation system. Considering all factors in installation and project maintenance plan in creating a  
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successful system, cisterns can save the university a significant amount of money yearly and have water 

resource throughout several months of the year. Adding cisterns to the UW master plan will decrease the 

university’s water footprint and benefit from such project financially.  

 

Creating online information about cisterns: 

 The University of Washington lacks quantitative information about the cisterns in Center for Urban 

Horticulture and Mercer Court. Creating a basic manual online about the system and collecting yearly 

quantitative data on the cisterns will spread awareness and positive messages throughout the campus. This 

will create community engagement in sustainable projects and further research about campus water retention.  

Fix maintenance issues 

  The maintenance room containing the tank in Mercer Court is problematic. Due to the small space, it is 

not optimal for the maintenance staff, Anthony Terriblini, cleaning out the tank for sediment build up. We 

suggest the UW consider increasing space in the maintenance/control room for future cistern projects. 

 

Hire staff with an OSHA permit for confined space maintenance 

 Currently, no UW staff has the certification in cleaning the cisterns in Center for Urban Horticulture. 

This creates a significant problem because the tank is not routinely checked for sediment cleanup when 

needed. Hiring a maintenance staff with certification and experience with cisterns is required.  

Next Steps                   

 

 Due to the limited amount of time we had to work with this project, our next steps involve collecting 

more qualitative data through interviews with individuals working on similar systems at other campuses. Our 

group would also like to see some next steps in implementing water-harvesting practices within the upcoming 

campus master plan. 
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Our project set out to answer the following research question: What are the behavioral habits 

associated with water access on the University of Washington campus? 

To do so, we conducted an academic study that will guide future UW efforts in maintaining and 

improving/optimizing community access to universally accessible, clean, safe, drinking water at a lower triple 

bottom-line cost than disposable bottled water. Our client asked us to focus on collecting data related to water 

access at the UW, and, if time permits, look into the behavioral patterns related data that we collected. 

Because of this request, we do not have explicit recommendations, but general actions to take for future 

implications. We determined that we would focus on the following:  

1. Distinguishing students knowledge of water sources.  

2. Measure frequency of students use of those sources. 

3. Measure students preference of different water sources.  

 

Background Research 

            In order to conduct an academic study that will guide future UW efforts, our team decided that we 

needed to include a targeted survey focusing on the students utilizing the water filling station/drinking fountain 

and students purchasing bottled water. 

        To ensure UW is providing, maintaining, and improving/optimizing community access to universally 

accessible, clean, safe, drinking water, our client requested that the study includes the existing physical 

conditions of the water filling station/drinking fountains on campus; however, due to the lack of time and 

manpower, we were not able to survey existing physical conditions of all the individual water filling 

station/drinking fountain. Rather, our team researched previous water access-related studies on college 

campuses and found one recently done by student in the UW’s School of Public Health. Their results 

highlighted that the majority of water sources on campus were considered desirable
1
. Because of their in-depth 

research, we decided to focus on student behaviors, rather than fountain maintenance. Through these 

behaviors, we hoped to gain a better understanding of why students choose to use either the water 

fountain/refill stations or choose to purchase bottled water. We decided to include the question: “What are the 

reasons you choose not to use other methods of drinking water?” to help us understand the community  

                                                           
1 Barton, S., et al. (2013). Free Water Access on the University of Washington Campus. University of Washington School of Public Health. 

Retrieved from http://courses.washington.edu/nutr531/Tapwateraccess/2013 Water Project_Final Report 3.18.pdf 
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awareness and the existing physical conditions of the water filling station/drinking fountains. This question will 

help us explore multiple reasons why people use or do not use the water filling station/drinking fountain without 

producing unintended biased result by asking questions that directly implied whether the water filling stations 

were clean or dirty.  

 

Methods 

 We chose to implement two types of surveys across campus. The first was an online survey generated 

to gain a general understanding of student behaviors. It was designed to adequately obtain information on the 

frequency of use for each water access source. This survey included 13 qualitative and quantitative questions 

modeled after a study done on the Dalhousie University campus
2
. We chose to distribute this survey through 

word of mouth and Facebook for a period of 4 weeks. Our second type included two in-person targeted 

surveys. These in-person surveys focused on understanding already developed habits of either using water 

fountain/refill stations or purchasing bottled water. The water fountain/refill station survey included 7 qualitative 

questions. Our group split up and sampled at 5 different high traffic locations on campus (3 locations within the 

HUB, 1 location at By George, 1 location in Odegaard). The bottled water purchasing survey included 6 

qualitative questions. For this survey we sampled 4 high traffic locations (Suzzallo, Odegaard, Paccar, HUB). 

We sampled at each location for a one hour period between 12:00 PM-1:00 PM. Students who either used the 

refill/fountain or purchased a water bottle were approached and asked to take a “student survey aimed to better 

understand water access on campus”.  

 

Survey Results 

Our online survey received a total of 52 responses from current UW students. Our in-person targeted 

survey for water bottle refill stations and water fountain users had 68 participants, while our in-person targeted 

survey for plastic water bottle purchasers did not have enough participants to provide meaningful data. 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Bins, K., et al. (2012). Research into Dalhousie Water Consumption through Drinking Fountain Use. Dalhousie University. Retrieved from 

http://www.dal.ca/content/dam/dalhousie/pdf/science/environmental-science-

program/ENVS%203502%20projects/2012/Drinking_Water_Fountain_Usage.pdf 
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Based on our in-person and online 

survey, we found that most students are 

utilizing the refill stations as their main 

method for drinking water on campus. Over 

80% of students from our surveys used 

either a water fountain or water refill station 

as their primary method for drinking water 

(Fig. 1). Students were also using the refill 

stations with high frequency. Our results 

show that 75% of participants were using 

refill stations four or more times a week 

(Fig. 2). Most students rarely bought water 

bottles on campus (Fig. 3). Interestingly, 

most students stated their reasoning for 

purchasing water bottles as forgetting their 

reusable water bottle that day.  

However, when we asked 

participants about access to drinking water 

resources on campus, we found a 

discrepancy between primary sources of 

water and access to those resources. When 

asked if it was easy to find water bottles on 

campus, about 70% of participants 

responded with “yes”, and less than 10% of 

participants responded “no,” while the 

remaining participants were neutral. When  

Figure 2: Frequency of students’ use of refill stations.  

Source: Jennifer Power 

Figure 1: Primary methods of drinking water. Source: Jennifer Power 

Figure 3: Frequency of students’ use of disposable water bottles  

Source: Jennifer Power 
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asked if it was easy to find water bottle refilling stations or water fountains on campus, the results were evenly 

split: about 30% of participants responded “yes,” about 35% responded “no” and about 35% were neutral. 

Although refill stations and water fountains are the resource of choice, student responses show that they are 

more difficult to locate than other resources. This suggests a need to either provide more refill stations and 

water fountains or focus on increasing student awareness of where these resources can be found. 

 

 

Figure 4 (Right): Students’ perception of water bottle access. Source: Bethany Taylor 

 

Figure 5 (Left): Students’ perceptions on refill station access. Source: Bethany Taylor  

 

We do recognize, however, that there may have been some confounding factors as a result of our 

research methods. First, we had limited time and resources to collect survey results, as data collection had to 

be completed over the course of a few weeks. For this reason, our sampling pool may not be large enough to 

represent the behaviors of UW students, faculty, and staff as a whole. Second, our in-person survey targeting 

purchasers of water bottles received few participants, and therefore we do not have enough data to make 

conclusions about the behaviors of that group. Third, there may have been some bias in the responses that we 

received, as many participants of our online survey were majors in environmental fields. Finally, as there is 

some stigma around the use of plastic water bottles in this region, we may have received some inaccurate or 

altered responses to our survey questions. 
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Recommended Actions 

Due to the amount of research needed to fulfill the study tasks requested by the clients, this project was unable 

to complete every aspect of the tasks. Based on the results of our research, future research should focus on: 

● The accessibility and awareness of filling stations on campus. 

● Analysis of the relevant public policy, regulation, and best practices in higher education. 

● The cost benefit analysis of implementing more water refill stations.  

● Campus promotion of using refillable water bottles or reusing purchased bottled water.                   
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Project Overview 

Our project for the Sustainability Studio was to design an educational outreach campaign to encourage 

reusable water bottle use and, in turn, reduce the number of disposable water bottles that students buy. We 

worked with Sean Schmidt and Daimon Eklund from the UW Office of Sustainability, who helped guide our 

research and offered valuable insight into the possibilities of our campaign. 

Before we got into the specific study of UW, we sought after a bit of background information on water bottle use 

in the US. The statistics are staggering. According to the  organization Ban the Bottle, “Americans used about 

50 billion plastic water bottles last year. However, the U.S.’s recycling rate for plastic is only 23 percent, which 

means 38 billion water bottles – more than $1 billion worth of plastic – are wasted each year”
2
. Some of the 

reasoning behind disposable water bottle use that we found was based around the idea that bottled water is 

cleaner than tap water, but many of the major brands are just purified tap water.
2
 Thus, consumers are really 

just unnecessarily wasting money. 

With this information about national water bottle use, we still needed to define the issue on the UW campus. 

Our goals as a group were to discover the barriers, be they physical, social, and/or psychological, currently 

stopping students from using reusable water bottles and to find the best way to overcome them, so we set out 

to answer the following questions to get a better understanding. 

 What are the biggest barriers stopping UW students from wanting to use reusable water bottles? 

 What are the best methods for overcoming these barriers? 

We hypothesized that the biggest barrier was education about the issue, however we did not know what 

aspects students needed to learn more about. 

 

Methods and Findings 

In order to meet our goal of increasing reusable water bottle usage, we needed to identify current barriers to 

such bottles on campus. We also wanted to identify past or ongoing campaigns on campus to ensure we were 

not retreading old ground. In order to identify the specific barriers, we created a 4 question survey through 

Google Forms and distributed it through Facebook. In addition to asking our friends currently attending UW to  

 

                                                           
2 "Bottled Water Facts." Ban the Bottle. Web. 18 Dec. 2015. 

<https://www.banthebottle.net/bottled-water-facts/>. 
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take the survey, we also posted the survey in UW student groups such as Earth Club, Tap That, Take Back 

The Tap, as well as fraternity and sorority pages. Our survey period occurred from November 5th, 2015 to 

November 12th, 2015, and we received 60 responses in total. Our survey questions as well as their results 

were as follows: 

 

We asked this question in order to gauge the current situation on campus. We found the majority of our subject 

pool owned reusable water bottles; however, while a minority, it is important to note that there existed students 

on campus who did not own a reusable water bottle.  

 

For this question, most of our participants answered that they currently own a water bottle, which is in line with 

the results of our first question. The majority of the remaining participants answered that they would in fact use 

a complimentary reusable water bottle, so we concluded that there was little to no negative stigma against 

reusable water bottles that could serve as a barrier to their usage. 
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This question had a more diverse response. The majority of our participants responded that they drink 0 to 12 fl 

oz of water from on campus sources. To put this all into perspective, the Institute of Medicine recommends 

daily water consumption of roughly 104 and 72 fl oz for men and women respectively; according to the results 

of our survey, most students are not meeting their daily water intake from on campus sources, which is 

concerning given how much time the average student tends to spend on campus. 

 

 

Most of our participants answered yes; however, almost 25% of our participants answered no. Coupled with 

our responses from our previous question regarding daily water intake from on-campus sources, we 

determined accessibility to water refill stations to be a significant barrier to reusable water usage. 

 

We then selected 15 buildings with high foot traffic and assessed their water refill station accessibility. Our 

criteria for accessibility involved location of the building, traffic level, visibility from entrances and/or rooms, 

fountain year/model, and how well the fountain operates. We divided the work up and each visited and 

assessed at least three buildings. We then selected the least accessible building out of the 3 that we visited 

and identified areas within it where we could place potential signage. 

 Most accessible: HUB, Savery, Allen 

 Average: Raitt, Art, Music, Thomson, Architecture, Smith, Gowen, Suzzallo, Mary Gates, Physics 

 Least accessible: Miller, Communications, Astronomy, Bagley, Kane 
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Evaluation of Findings 

When we released our survey, Ban the Bottle Coalition was unresponsive and Tap That dissolved into Earth 

Club, so we did not get as many responses as we wanted. We also needed to get our data fast so we could  

analyze it and start coming up with solutions, so we only had the survey out for a week. Our results would be 

more reliable with a larger survey population.  Also, our results could be biased because the organizations to 

which we sent out the survey were mostly environmental. This could sway the answer because environmental 

clubs likely have more knowledge about reusable versus disposable water bottles than the average UW 

student. If done again, we would reach a wider variety of student groups. Also, since the survey was 100% 

online, there was no verification that participants were telling the truth. Some people might want to fill out a 

different answer than what they actually do to make themselves look better or feel like they are answering the 

question in the “right” way even though it is not accurate.  

 

Next Steps 

First, a slogan or concise piece of messaging will be chosen, which will be used throughout signage and social 

media messaging. Next, UW Sustainability will work with UW Facilities Services and management to obtain the 

necessary permissions for installing signs. Once signage is installed in January, it will be monitored to ensure it 

stays up, free of markings or vandalism. January will also be the kickoff for putting out messaging via UW 

Sustainability social media, which includes Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, the blog, and possibly even Pinterest. 

During January and February, approximately one dozen other buildings will be identified as good candidates 

for water fountain signage. These buildings will be a mix of the “most accessible,” “average,” and “least 

accessible” categories of water availability, focusing the most on buildings with least accessible water 

fountains/fixtures. In February, the same signage will be installed in 5-10 of these additional buildings, and 

messaging will continue on social media channels to highlight this expansion. In September 2016, there is the 

possibility of partnering with the UW Bookstore to promote and/or discount reusable water bottles to target 

students who are buying textbooks. Increased messaging would coincide with this as well. Signage would 

continue to be monitored throughout coming months, and new buildings could be added as need and 

effectiveness are measured through student feedback.  
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Conclusions 

We aimed to create a campaign for increasing reusable water bottles and decreasing disposable water bottles 

on campus, with our survey and results we recommend that UW move away from Coca-Cola/Dasani 

disposable water bottles. Since this is asking more than just environmental favors that would result in economic 

impacts, we have come up with a few possible options that are within UW Sustainability’s reach: 

 Create a sealed promotional reusable water bottle that could be a monitored release on campus.  

 To engage students, perhaps have a scavenger hunt for water fountains, maybe using a scannable 

barcode to document the use of individual fountains and the winner (whether with the Most or Fastest) 

could receive some prize (possibly another promotional item).  

 Convince Coca-Cola/Dasani to get into the reusable water bottle market, maybe to save the economic 

hardship they could promote and distribute a reusable water bottle that has filters, which would keep a 

slow and steady income. 

 Coca-Cola/Dasani could introduce soda pop flavored packets that could be added to the water, so 

people can have the best of both worlds - flavored water and a reusable water bottle, while retaining 

profit.  

The University of Washington will directly benefit environmentally from the reduction of disposable water 

bottles, the world will indirectly benefit from the reduction of animals ingesting the plastics, and the reduction in 

littering. Economically, UW could potentially and cooperatively with Coca-Cola/Dasani create a new reusable 

water bottle market on campus and possibly become the “Sustainable and environmentally friendly soft drink 

provider of UW” and maybe eventually the NCAA (possible future headline). Socially UW would gain another 

sustainability category and would become enviro-friendly legends. These recommendations are options for 

possible future campaigns. 

 

With combined effort from students, faculty, and staff, the UW community can slowly move away from 

disposable water bottle use, aiming to utilize existing water refill infrastructure on campus and potentially invest 

in new infrastructure. Since access to water is one of the largest barriers to student use of reusable bottles, 

signage posted by existing water fountains can lead students to a free alternative to vending machine bottles, 

and messaging through social media will spread the message of available water alternatives (and their 

importance) to the greater campus community.  
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Context:  

Our client, Marilyn Ostergren, is a  

UW Sustainability staff member.  

Marilyn had a very openended  

idea in mind for our group. She  

wanted us to focus on different  

topics of water with an emphasis  

on where water comes from and  

where it goes. Marilyn  

has created infographics on the  

topic of water and wanted us to  

use those as a possible guideline  

or inspiration. Ultimately, her end  

goal for us was to use visuals to  

educate the campus on our water  

resource. Marilyn gave us the  

room to be creative in creating  

our own project and deliverables  

and the means to achieve her  

goal was up to our group to  

decide.   

 

Objective:  

Our group decided we wanted to  

inform people about different  

water usages on campus and  

where the water came from, but  

with that we came to the  

conclusion that educating people  

isn’t enough. People may take in  

information but may be apathetic. This led us 

to the idea that we need to find a way to   

inspire people to care,  

thus not only educating them but  

inspiring people to bring about behavior changes in terms of their water related decisions.   
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Methods:  

Our first step was looking at  

different ways we could get students  

to engage and feel inspired to  

change their water habits. We came  

up with the idea to start a blog titled  

“Students of Sustainability” that  

would be used to get those who are  

not interested in water issues to be  

inspired to care. We interviewed our  

peers who already have some type  

of relationship with the environment  

or care about water usage to get  

their insight. We asked a variety of  

questions like, “how important is  

water to you?” and “what is one of  

your favorite experiences in  

nature?” From the responses, we  

constructed comprehensive blog  

posts with the hope that they are not  

only relatable to others, but  

ultimately inspiring.   

  

Our second step was educating and  

creating infographics to display on  

campus, that way we can get  

people to start thinking about  

different aspects of water. We  

created three different infographics.  

One titled, “Life Cycle of a Water  

Bottle” that gave a timeline of the  

very step into making a water bottle,  

all the way down to consumption  

and disposal. The second infographic created was titled, “What’s the Big Deal With Water?” and addresses where  

water comes from, why it should be a concern for those in Seattle and how much water we use on a daily basis. The 

third infographic is titled, “How Water is Treated From the Source to Tap” and gives information about how water is 

accessed, what processes it goes through and how drinkable it is. We wanted to tie these two projects together so  

we integrated quotes from the interviews into the infographics. Our hope was that readers would see insights from  

their own peers and feel more connected to the information and really think harder about their water usage and how  

their lifestyle affects water availability. 
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Findings/Final Products: We have not yet gotten  

feedback from peers about our final product but  

those who we’ve discussed the project with were  

enthusiastic about the concept of inspiring people  

that don’t care. For the Students of Sustainability  

aspect, interviewing students in other majors, like  

the Foster School of Business for example, would help to  

get a more diverse mix of reasons to care about the  

environment. Also, because each infographic has a distinct  

design style, we may ask for feedback about what style stand  

out to people the most.   

  

Recommendations:  

Our next step and recommendation for the  

University of Washington would be to post our  

completed infographics on campus. There needs to  

be a focus on where the infographics are placed  

and we suggest they be placed in buildings that have  

high foot traffic. It is also important to put the  

infographics near their relative topics. For example,  

the ‘Lifecycle of a Water Bottle’ can be placed near  

vending machines, whereas ‘From Source to Tap’  

can be placed near water fountains. We also would  

also like to be strategic about our placement and  

put the infographics in places that students will  

likely have no choice but to read, such as bathroom  

stalls. We’d also recommend that other infographics  

with different topics be made for display. One of  

which could be more focused on social aspects of  

water usage and how that can bring about change.  

In additions to getting our infographics out, we’d  

also like for our blog to be advertised further outside  

of UW Sustainability’s social media. 
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Further Analysis:  

The next steps to further our  

analysis is to get feedback on our  

infographics and Students of  

Sustainability blog. Evaluating what  

aspects are useful and not useful will help 

us make improvements. 

 

Conducting more interviews to a wider  

range of students will help get a better  

perspective on what inspires people to  

care about the environment, and thus be 

more relatable to more people.   

 

          Conclusion:   

We discovered that simply  

putting out information is not  

enough to create change, and  

that giving people something  

to relate to will further  

encourage a change in  

behavior. However, we  

cannot expect our project to  

be the final solution to water conservation, but rather it is a step in the right direction.  

Contributing to the conversation helps build a stronger environmental consciousness. In   

combination with other strategies, we can bring about societal behavior changes.   
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Conclusion  

The University of Washington is uniquely suited to tackle the issue of water sustainability. As 
an institution renowned for its green efforts, we have a lot of social and infrastructural support 
that can be used to develop dynamic, multi-dimensional sustainability efforts.  

 

Due to our location in a wetter region, we also have the very strong asset of time – something 
that most schools who have suffered multi-year droughts do not. We can be proactive, rather 
than reactive: we can research the best options for our current climate, technology, and cultural 
values, and develop lasting water infrastructure and societal changes.  

 

Looking ahead to these future assessments, we hope this report will provide some of the base 
information and analyses needed to develop and expand upon current water sustainability 
initiatives. While these five student projects are but a small sliver of the overarching water 
infrastructure and use on campus, the various voices and next steps provided in this report 
represent a variety of approaches to this issue that can be adapted to the needs of the group 
and project scale at hand. By including these solutions into our protocols, our social agenda, 
and the UW’s fiscal calendar, we can begin to start appreciating the water that surrounds us 
with a bit more humility and respect.  
 

 


